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ENFLIGHT AND FLIGHTSIM.COM JOIN FORCES TO ENCOURAGE
REALISTIC FLIGHT PLANNING AND TRAINING
Stow, MA (November 30, 2011) – Enflight, a leading innovator of intelligent flight planning applications,
and FlightSim.com, the web’s #1 support site for flight simulator enthusiasts, today announced a joint
effort to encourage the use of Enflight’s Flight Planning application along with flight simulation software to
provide the most realistic, safe and complete educational and training experience for pilots and hobbyists.
For pilots of all certifications and flight simulation hobbyists, the combination of flight planning and
simulation software provides the complete experiential continuum of route planning, weather briefing,
FAA filing and flight simulation with the comfort and convenience of operation using a computer. By
reviewing a real-world weather forecast on Enflight and simulating a flight using the real-time weather
mode offered in most flight simulation packages, pilots and hobbyists can practice safe flight planning and
training.
Nels Anderson, FlightSim.com Founder and Publisher said, “We have long felt that our FlightSim.com
audience could benefit from using and experiencing the realism of flight planning to further their flight
simulation enjoyment and gain a richer sense of flying. Using Enflight’s powerful and easy-to use
application with flight simulation is a natural combination that we think our audience will really appreciate.”
Enflight Flight Planning combines flight route and airport planning, and the industry’s best and easiest to
interpret weather briefing along with simplified FAA flight plan filing. Industry-leading weather briefing and
dynamic airport information are integrated with unique Personal Minimums Analysis and intelligently
presented at-a-glance graphics that reduce information overload and foster better decision-making.
For pilots the opportunity to simulate a realistic scenario from the start of planning a route through flight
simulation enables them to maintain and improve their flight readiness. For simulation hobbyists, the
addition of Enflight’s fully functional flight planning software adds full realism to their enjoyment while
offering an educational gateway to becoming a certified pilot.
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FlightSim.com is the leading online community for flight simulation and related product reviews, news,
resources and education. Enflight Flight Planning is available as a web-based application with full iPad
support and registration via a guest account, free trial, or an annual $99 subscription through Enflight and
FlightSim.com’s Pilot Shop. Pilots of all types may learn more about and purchase flight simulation and
Enflight Flight Planning at www.flightsim.com and www.enflight.com.
About Enflight
Enflight offers pilots an exclusive suite of flight plan workflow products and tools that enable pilots to plan
flights faster, more easily, and more safely. The software offers industry-leading web-based and iPad®
accessible applications that provide flight planning and FAA legal briefings featuring sophisticated
Personal Minimums Analysis and patented at-a-glance TAFSpiral™ weather infographics. As the original
authors of the DUATS (CSC) briefing service, Enflight has the most established and tested code base in
the business and wrote the original AOPA flight planning system. For more information, please visit
http://www.enflight.com.

About FlightSim.com
FlightSim.Com is a central meeting place for everyone involved in flight simulation and provides extensive
resources to use and enhance the simulated flying experience. Flight simulation is complex to use and
FlightSim.com enables users to enjoy their simulations more by sharing their experiences and as a
source of help when questions arise. FlightSim.Com has operated online since 1996 and its founders
have been passionately using and reviewing flight simulation from the dawn of the industry in the mid
1980’s. For more information, please visit www.flightsim.com

###
Enflight™, TAFSpiral™, WXpert™, NXpert™ are trademarks of Enflight. All other product names noted herein may
be trademarks of their respective holders.
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